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Award-winning travel writer and illustrator, David Yeadon embarks with his wife, Anne on an
exploration of the "lost word" of Basilicata, in the arch of Italy's boot. What is intended as a brief
sojourn turns into an intriguing residency in the ancient hill village of Aliano, where Carlo Levi,
author of the world-renowned memoir Christ Stopped at Eboli, was imprisoned by Mussolini for
anti-Fascist activities. As the Yeadons become immersed in Aliano's rich tapestry of people,
traditions, and festivals, reveling in the rituals and rhythms of the grape and olive harvests, the
culinary delights, and other peculiarities of place, they discover that much of the pagan
strangeness that Carlo Levi and other notable authors revealed still lurks beneath the beguiling
surface of Basilicata.

“Yeadon leaves you pleasantly stuffed, slightly intoxicated and feeling warmer for the
company.”About the AuthorDavid Yeadon is the author of Seasons in Basilicata and the
bestselling National Geographic Guide to the World's Secret Places. He has written, illustrated,
and designed more than twenty books about traveling around the world. He lives with his wife,
Anne, in Mohegan Lake, New York.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From Publishers
WeeklyIntrigued by Carlo Levi's book on life in the Italian province of Basilicata, Christ Stopped
at Eboli, the author and his wife, Anne, decided to live for a year in Aliano, the village where Levi
was kept under house arrest by Mussolini for seven months in 1935–1936. In Levi's day,
Basilicata, situated in the instep of Italy's "boot," was a place of poverty. Unlike Levi, however,
British travel writer Yeadon (The World's Secret Places) was there to "live happily with Anne,
learning, and generally have a spanking good time dining on all those gorgeous porky products
and homemade olive oil and wines and wild game and pasta galore." In his entertaining book,
he describes how he did just that, renting an apartment with a terrace overlooking the village
square, making friends who enjoyed serving him sumptuous meals, learning how wine and olive
oil are made and investigating the local superstitions. He tries to find out from the older
inhabitants what life was like in the 1930s, but they are reluctant to talk about it, claiming that
they are better off than they were. But Yeadon doesn't dig too deeply: finding it hard to reconcile
his experiences with Levi's bleak portrayal of conditions in Basilicata, Yeadon concentrates
instead on the comradeship and good food. Illus.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From BooklistAfter his exile in southern Italy for anti-Fascist activities during World War II,
Carlo Levi wrote Christ Stopped at Eboli, in which he explores the "dark, ancient, and richly
human ethos" of the south's Basilicata region. More than a half century later, summoned by the
"siren calls" in Levi's masterwork, Yeadon, with his wife, retreated to Aliano, a tiny village tucked
within Basilicata's remote, snowcapped peaks and the site of Levi's imprisonment. There, in a



community dating back to at least the sixth century B.C.E., they found winding streets and a
wonderfully eccentric populace, including Pietro, the town's geriatric parking attendant, and
Viva, a spirited breakfast hostess, who, like many Italians, seemed to have "an inbred natural
ability to express all [her] emotions instantaneously." Also evident was an ancient, underlining
fascination with the occult, with frequent whispers of werewolves, sorcerers, and death curses.
Yeadon's focus on the Aliano people gives this funny, surprising story its lifeblood, as does his
avoidance of cliches. His illustrations are a nice touch, too. Andy BoyntonCopyright © American
Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review“Yeadon leaves you pleasantly stuffed, slightly intoxicated and feeling warmer for
the company.” -- Kathy Balog, USA Today“One of the best travel writers in the world.” -- Dolores
Derrickson, Rocky Mountain News“This is a true traveler…who can make the most innocent
encounter a memorable experience.” -- Ann Geracimos, Washington Times“Wonderful account”
-- June Sawyers, Philadelphia Inquirer“Leave it to Yeadon to choose one of the country’s most
overlooked provinces.” -- Pamela Paul, New York Times“A warm welcome to a balcony view of
Aliano.” -- Albany Times Union“A compelling book...that comes close to re-creating the place
and the man.” -- David Citino, Columbus Dispatch“Delightful, with the odd twist to eerie.” -- Paul
Carbray, The Gazette (Montreal) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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Seasons in BasilicataA Year in a Southern Italian Hill VillageWritten and Illustrated byDavid
YeadonFORCARLO LEVIWHOSE BOOKChrist Stopped at EboliINSPIRED USTO EMBARK ON
THE JOURNEYAND LIVE THE ADVENTUREANDALL OUR BASILICATAN FRIENDSWHO
MADE OUR EXPERIENCESSO DEEPLY MEANINGFUL—AND ALWAYS ENJOYABLEThis is a
closed world, shrouded in black veils, bloody and earthy—that other world where the peasants
live and which no one can enter without a magic key…-CARLO LEVI, CHRIST STOPPED AT
EBOLIContentsEpigraphIllustrationsA Few NotesThe First SpringPrologue: A View from Our
TerraceChapter 1: The Lure of LeviChapter 2: Entering “The Land of the Magic Key”Chapter 3:
Seeking a HomeChapter 4: A Home in AlianoSummerIntroductionChapter 5: Mood
ShiftsChapter 6: CelebrationsChapter 7: StrangenessesAutumnIntroductionChapter 8: Rhythms
and RitesChapter 9: FlowingWinterIntroductionChapter 10: Going DeeperChapter 11:
ClosuresAbout the AuthorOther Books by David YeadonCopyrightAbout the
PublisherIllustrationsMap of Italy/AlianoSPRINGCastelmezzano and the Lucanian
DolomitesAliano and the calanchi landscapeAccettura AlleyCarlo LeviBasilicatan
panoramaMaratea Porto (near Sapri)MarateaCastelmezzanoPietrapertosaMateraMatera
montageFossa del Bersagliere—AlianoAccetturaAccettura’s Maggio FestivalGiulianoDon
PierinoView from our Aliano terraceWoman in “Lower” AlianoSUMMERCraco ghost villageMan
at Carlo Levi houseFeliciaTraditional bagpipe bandAliano alleyPastori shepherdStigliano
potterCracoTerroni coupleElderly village womanAUTUMNMissanelloSpagna family
crestVitoGiuliano’s vendemmia equipmentVittoriaOlive treeMargherita and Tori’s
estateMissanello sceneWINTERAliano CarnevaleTypical olive millCalanchi landscapeThe pig
slaughterMingalone cantinaHill town near PotenzaGiulia Venere (Levi’s witch)Aliano
CarnevaleAliano—enduring, ongoing…A Few Notes Interpreters and TranslatorsReaders might
be impressed by the apparent alacrity with which Anne and I mastered the Italian language,
particularly as this was only our third visit to the country and our initial linguistic capabilities were
little more than a quickly learned series of “Useful Words and Phrases for Travelers” found at the
back of a guidebook.And, to be honest, even when we left Basilicata almost a year later, our
Italian was still rather elementary and our grasp of local dialects almost nonexistent. (Even the
locals in different villages have problems with multitudinous regional dialects.) Fortunately
Italians tend to have a far better grasp of English than Anglophones have of Italian, and we
invariably found people close at hand who were willing to interpret for us. For longer interviews
we usually asked our many friends in the villages to help out, which they usually did with
surprising eagerness. People such as the Mingalones, the Villanis, Antonio Pagnotta, and Maria
Cecere deserve special mention, not only for their interpretive skills but also for their many other
kindnesses throughout our stay.IllustrationsSome readers might also be curious about the
intended mélange of styles I’ve chosen to use for my illustrations. In previous books I’ve tended
to select one particular medium and stick with it throughout. But in the case of this book the



images were often so distinct and strong in character that I decided to let them tell me which
medium I should use—pencil, pen, bamboo pen, ink and wash, etc. I used a similar “let the
subject speak” approach in a previous book, The Way of the Wanderer: Discovering Your True
Self Through Travel. But of course that book was also about the way in which true travel can
release “multi-self” aspects of oneself—the protean potentials we all possess but often, for one
reason or another, choose to ignore. Being a celebrant of Walt Whitman’s “I contain multitudes”
philosophy, James Hillman’s “community of many interior persons” approach, and Thomas
Moore’s view that there is a “peacock’s tail” of human possibilities in each individual, I try to allow
the serendipity and constant surprise of “randoming” travel nudge less familiar facets of myself
out into the light of day to play. Ditto the approach to my illustrations. They’re all mine. They just
reflect very different subjects and different “me”s.Individual PrivacyWherever possible I have
retained the real names of the people we met in Basilicata, but in cases where they requested
anonymity or where I sensed a potential cause for embarrassment, I have changed the names.
But they know who they are…and how grateful we remain for their advice, kindnesses, and
revelations.The First SpringALIANO’S CALANCHI LANDSCAPEPROLOGUEA View From Our
TerraceMussolini was restless.The name of Massimo’s retired hunting dog was really Federico,
but the animal’s arrogant, swaggering gait had always seemed so remarkably Mussolini-like in
flair and style that his nickname had stuck. Now his enormous paunch heaved and rolled
listlessly, and his legs and arms quivered, each to a different rhythm.“It’s spring. In winter he
sleeps without moving, but when the blossoms come he’s always dreaming and twitching. He’s
somewhere far away, in dog heaven,” murmured Massimo. He had a quiet way of talking, as if
there were parts of himself he was disinclined to disturb. A single translucent bead of
perspiration slipped gently down his bronzed forehead, along the bridge of his nose, and came
to rest, slightly wobbly, on the tip.Massimo, a young, cherub-faced man, was owner with his
father, Angelo, of the small Hotel SanGiuliano, in the town of Accettura. He had taken Anne and
me under his wing when we first arrived in Basilicata and quickly became a close friend and
general “facilitator” of our social and other local affairs. Today we’d invited him over to see our
new rented home in Aliano.The three of us lay sprawled in various ungainly postures of utter
relaxation on our terrace chairs overlooking the main piazza of our adopted hill village, a tiny
community of a thousand residents, perched on a barely accessible ridgetop bound by canyons
and gorges hundreds of feet deep. Here we were at last, deep in the mountains and forests of
Basilicata, a wild and remarkably unexplored region in the instep of Italy’s “boot,” in a small
settlement that can trace its origins back to at least 6000 B.C.It was unseasonably hot; even the
normally cool breeze had heat in it. Massimo called it “the breath of Africa,” but at least it wasn’t
the blast-furnace scirocco, a hot wind full of Saharan sand, that is the curse of Mezzogiorno
(southern Italy) summers. In the distance the high, dark ridges of the forest of Gallipoli Cognato
rippled in the heat haze. Far, far below, the broad valley of the Agri River was lost in ethereal
mists.The scene before us would have done justice to Dante’s Paradiso. While the far ridges
were thickly wooded, the valley sides were a quiltlike profusion of early-spring cherry and peach



blossoms; ragged rows of olive trees with their tiny fluttering green-silver leaves and contorted
monsterlike trunks; patches of tilled earth, moist and gleaming, awaiting early crop plantings;
and the occasional golden-stone barn or small farmhouse wrapped in trellised vines.
Incongruous clusters of Lombardy poplars rose like tall, green flames against the stony
horizontals of classical Roman–era terraces. Despite a definite Dakota-like wildness in the
scenery immediately around Aliano, the place exuded proud self-sufficiency, built upon an
ancient peasant legacy of rites and rituals, and a deep trust in the munificence of nature. It felt
strong, long rooted, and enduring.Attention turned to our impromptu picnic among the rooftops.
On a large, flat village-made piatto (plate) lay wafer-thin, almost translucent slices of prosciutto
crudo, a gift from Giuliano, our sprightly, sixty-three-year-old friend, also from Accettura. The
prosciutto had maintained its purple-red luster and salty sweetness. “This piece has been cured
in my cantina [garage] for two years,” Giuliano had told Anne with pride the previous evening as
he handed her a hefty slab of pig thigh wrapped in cheesecloth. He was a stocky little bull of a
man, with a raspy voice, a lilting lisp, due largely to the absence of front teeth, and an almost
constant cherubic grin that wobbled his facial tundra of sun-scorched cheeks and jowls beneath
his sweat-stained, flat coppola cap. “I use only salt. No chemicals. They spoil flavor. This one is
special one. More deeper taste. Most peoples have a pig, but I feed mine on special nuts. Makes
very, very tasty.”Giuliano had also handed Anne an enormous round of golden, crisp-crusted,
high-domed bread. “From Rosa, my wife. More better than from forno [bakery]. She thinks you
very nice lady.” Anne had smiled, maybe even blushed a little. But Giuliano had blushed even
more when he added, “And me, permesso, also I think same.” Then he promptly covered up his
embarrassment at such an intimate revelation and insisted that “one day, very soon, you will
come for big country breakfast on big fire down at my kiln in the valley.” This was his great pride—
an ancient, three generations’ old brick kiln and clay pit, at which, he claimed, he worked as the
last handicrafter in Basilicata of classical Roman–style curved roof pantiles.The other snacks for
our picnic had come courtesy of Massimo himself, who, like most male residents of Accettura,
considered himself something of a do-it-yourself macellaio (butcher). Deep from his own cellar
he’d brought pungent slices of mortadella (baloney), soppressata (head cheese), pancetta
(bacon), a dark and chewy salami, and moist chunks of coppa (cured neck of pork), along with a
garlic and scorching-hot peperoncini dipping sauce and a delicious olive oil–shiny caponata of
chopped eggplant, tomatoes, and olives.“My own tomatoes and my own olives,” he’d boasted,
stretching out his hands and long fingers, delicate as praying mantises. Almost every family in
the village seemed to have its own small vegetable plot, and all invariably claimed to produce
“the best.” And then, almost as an afterthought, he’d pulled out a bottle of wine from his ever-
present shoulder bag of boar hide with needle-like sproutings of boar hair. “I think…I hope you
will both like this,” he said as he vigorously stroked his cheek, then ran a thick-fingered hand
through his unruly mop of black hair (both signs, we’d learned, of his quirky, gift-giving insecurity)
and gently handed us a ten-year-old Aglianico del Vulture, the pride of Basilicatan wine making,
and one of southern Italy’s most renowned reds. The label was Paternoster, according to the



oenophilic cognoscenti the finest winery of the region, way up in the northeastern sector of
Basilicata, near the ancient pre-Roman city of Melfi.“Bellissimo!” I said, as we gushed our
gratitude.“Andiamo,” said Massimo. “Let’s go, let’s eat.” But we could tell he enjoyed our thanks.
He loved giving little spontaneous gifts, and his face glowed like a happy, benevolent angel.And
that was our downfall on that warm afternoon: A couple of glasses each of that gorgeous, almost
black, wine, along with the ham, salami, olives, Rosa’s bread, and golden chunks of homemade
sheep’s-milk pecorino cheese—courtesy of Nicolà, Massimo’s grandfather, who lived in “the
family Great House” over in the next valley—and we had little incentive or energy to do anything
other than watch the doings and dawdlings in the piazza below us.THE DAY OF MASSIMO’s
merenda picnic on our terrace had begun early. Very early. The emergence of dawn—which
Anne and I loved to watch from our terrace—had brought the usual dove-and-cockerel chorus,
echoing along the spooling streets and alleys that tumbled down the hillside and rolled to a stop
around the church and the ancient village fountain. Then came the regular, and very traditional,
flurry of activity: the four coffee bars along Via Roma opened promptly at six-thirty, doling out
endless tiny cups of super-strength espresso, corretto shots of grab-your-throat grappa (“eau de
vie”), and cornetti (sweet croissantlike pastries). The slowly expanding huddles of older men in
berets and ancient, battered trilby hats began to gather around the bars. The oldest, some
barely able to walk, held court from their plastic chairs, while the “younger” men (the sixty-to-
seventy-five age group) stood respectfully nearby, listening to the murmured wisdom of their
elders. Then the small stores began to open: the latteria, farmacia, frutteria, tabaccheria, and the
two macellerie.By this time the two street sweepers were out, the brothers Antonio and
Salvatore Grossi. Each wielded his handcrafted broom, the brushes of which were actually
made from still-green branches and sharp little leaves of broom, a tough plant that grows in wild,
clumpish profusion all around the town on the rock-pocked slopes beneath the wild calanchi
canyons and buttes. In the distance were the vast oak forests of Montepiano and Parco Gallipoli,
and the exotically eroded pinnacles and fangs of the Lucanian Dolomites. This had become one
of my favorite places to sketch, around these soaring, four-hundred-foot-high spearheads of
stone, home to the tight-packed, chaotically mazed and alleyed hill villages of Pietrapertosa and
Castelmezzano, and their even more intensely warrened and nearly vertical “Rabatanas,” or
“Saracen quarters.” I’ve found no places anywhere in Italy quite so hidden or dramatically
blended with the landscape as these places. And I’ve looked. I’m a fanatical lover of hill towns
and their jumbled fantasy forms. But these two tiny communities are indeed unique and, as will
be revealed later, in far more intriguing ways than merely for their idiosyncratic architectural
attributes.As lunchtime approached, the midday heat increased in the piazza and it began to
empty, except for the ever-present, neurotically active Pietro Petracca, Aliano’s notorious
geriatric parking attendant. Despite the absence of any significant traffic (Aliano is, after all, very
much off Basilicata’s beaten track and Basilicata doesn’t really even have much in the way of
beaten track in the first place), Pietro somehow manages to ticket enough unfortunate locals for
minute regulatory transgressions to justify his job—much to the chagrin of the village’s young



drivers, who have been plotting revenge for his vigilance for months but don’t seem to have
arrived at any concerted plan yet.We watched the older men slowly disappear into the maze of
wriggling, shadowy alleys and stepped streets that lead to the “high town” on top of Aliano’s hill
and curl around its main church. This edifice is impressive externally, with its bold brick-and-
stone massiveness, but dustily threadbare and devoid of decoration inside. The residents of
Aliano are mainly small-plot farmers and olive-growers, so excessive churchly exuberance does
not reflect their ancient peasant and, as they proudly call them, pagani ways.Two sequences of
the daily up-and-down, street-climbing rituals that are typical of all hill villages were now
complete. After a long lunch and traditional siesta, there would be another downhill flow to the
coffee bars in the late afternoon, followed by the evening ritual of the passeggiata, which, in the
warm months, is a nightly norm across much of Italy. This is a time when you truly feel the
throbbing heart of the community, with its ageless tradition of eventide bonding and mingling—
older couples serenely strolling in fine attire (dressing appropriately for the ritual is still
considered important by most participants); young families with their baby carriages gazing
adoringly at their extravagantly indulged offspring; young men, bulging with adolescent angst
and machismo, emerging from shadowy huddles to see and be seen, and to wink at and
whisper to the molto belle primped girls walking arm in arm. Pretending not to notice, particularly
if their parents are close by (which they usually are), the girls, in turn, giggle, wriggle, and
flounce their long, dark hair in coquettish disdain. Meanwhile, the huddles of stooped
octogenarians observe everything while continuing their never-ending, arm-waving, gesture-
accompanied debates, like true characters from central casting. But there are subtleties too—
unspoken rites of passage, performance, and manners—which were only slowly revealed to us
over our long stay there.MUSSOLINI GAVE A DISTINCTLY eloquent burp but remained asleep
and still comically restless. We laughed and raised our glasses to his neurotic obliviousness. “I
think it is not so easy for him at this time,” Massimo said sleepily. “He’s my hunting dog. He goes
with me in late autumn, when we shoot the cinghiale [boar] and the capriolo [deer] in the forest—
our wonderful winter meat! Then he’s not so fat. Last year he was very energetic, fit. He almost
caught a wolf…” Massimo paused for effect, “…and also a bear!”“A bear!” I was impressed.“Yes.
We still have…” Massimo’s eyes twinkled. “Well, some people say so…”I was now less
impressed. “Right,” I said sarcastically. Anne nudged me and gave me one of those “don’t be so
rude” glances.“And Doctor Carlo Levi, the man who was imprisoned here in this village, just a
little way down the street, during the war, he says—”ACCETTURA ALLEY“You know about
Levi?” I interrupted.Massimo raised himself in his chair and looked at me indignantly. “Of course I
know about him. He is very famous writer. He wrote many things about our places here.”“Yes, I
know, in his book Christ Stopped at Eboli.”“Yes. Cristo si è fermato a Eboli—the same.”“But that’s
one of the main reasons we first came here, Massimo. Ever since we read his book years ago
we have wanted to explore Basilicata—or, as he called it, Lucania, its ancient name.”“Yes,
Lucania, the name of our province in Greek times, long before all those other peoples invaded us
—the Saracens, Byzantines, Normans, Angevins, Albanians! Can you believe that? Even the



Albanians! And Carlo Levi is still very big man here. Next week, in Stigliano, just over the
mountain, they are having a theatre of his book. Everybody is going. Is very important thing.”“But
he painted such a dark and mysterious portrait of this part of Basilicata—all that poverty, all
those tales of pagani [pagans], sorcerers, strange creatures, all the stuff about witches and
werewolves and death curses….”“Yes, of course, we know. These things existed. Some still do.
But they are our things. My grandfather, Nicolà, he will tell you stories. He knows about many
strange things here. He says to me often about Basilicata, ‘Mare e munne non se trouet u funne.’
‘You’ll never find the true bottom of the sea or the bottom of our world.’”“I’d like to meet him.”“Of
course. You will. And you will both see, you will understand, that Doctor Levi was not dreaming
any of his stories. Everything is true.”“Still true?” I asked.Massimo laughed and then drank the
last of his wine. His eyes had that tantalizing twinkle again. “Ah, well, that is something you must
both decide for yourselves, isn’t it? Don’t forget another one of our local sayings, ‘Ogne tempe
arrivete, ogne frutte ammaturete.’ ‘All seasons will come, all fruits will ripen.’ You will know when
you know.”A wise young man, our Massimo.CHAPTER 1The Lure of LeviThis is a closed world,
shrouded in black veils, bloody and earthy—that other world where the peasants live and which
no one can enter without a magic key…Here there is no definite boundary between the world of
human beings and that of animals and even monsters. And there are many strange creatures
here who have a dual nature…everything is bound up in natural magic…and a subterranean
deity, black with shadows of the bowels of the earth…CARLO LEVI, Christ Stopped at
EboliSome say his coffin is full of rocks.It lies deep in the heavy clay soil at the edge of the
cemetery in Aliano. The cemetery is at the highest point of the village, on a watershed ridge
above the Sauro and Agri Valleys. The views from there across the eroded calanchi canyons,
which seem to be melting like cake frosting into the scrubby and scraggly olive orchards far
below, are the finest in the village. And Carlo Levi’s grave has the best view of all, west across
the calanchi, the muscular outlines of the Pollino range and, on a clear spring day, the massive
bulk of the Calabrian massif.The grave site has recently been rebuilt with a simple two-walled
enclosure overlooking a deep gorge, but the headstone remains the same as before, bearing its
simple inscription: Carlo Levi 12.11.1902–4.1.1975.Others say his actual remains are in Rome,
jealously guarded by a lover. His nephew, Giovani Levi, who lives in Venice, is vague about the
whole matter and prefers to discuss the impact of his uncle’s books and political career on the
Mezzogiorno, “Land of the Midday Sun,” that wild region dismissed by refined, affluent
northerners as “the South” (with the usual complacent smirk) or, more offensively, “the land of
the terroni” (peasants). As with everything involving Carlo Levi, opinions are divided, sometimes
dramatically, ferociously. But all that will be revealed later.For the moment Anne and I are sitting
in the shade of a line of pine trees by Levi’s grave, watching hawks float on the spirals in the heat
of the “sacred time,” the afternoon siesta. We’re thinking about the life of this man who worked so
arduously on behalf of his “beloved peasants,” attempting to eradicate the centuries-old
inequities of a harsh feudal system and create conditions conducive to human dignity and new
economic progress in the South.We’re remembering his most famous book, Christ Stopped at



Eboli—first published in English in 1947—and its impact on us both when we first read it years
ago. One reviewer described it as “an unforgettable journey into the dark, ancient and richly
human ethos of Southern Italy.” Others saw deeper, more holistic nuances. An eminent
European sociologist even suggested that the primitive elements Levi discovered here reflected
“the deepest, darkest parts of the Soul of our World”—elements also dramatically reflected in
Francesco Rosi’s famous 1978 film of the book, featuring Italian heartthrob Gian Maria Volentè
as Levi and Irene Pappas as his witch-housekeeper, Giulia Venere (Mango).Levi wrote his
masterwork following his confino, his house arrest in the remote Basilicatan hill town of Aliano,
where he was exiled before World War II by an irate Mussolini, il Duce, who was determined to
quell Levi’s rampant, antifascist activities and writings. Almost sixty years later Levi’s book,
translated into thirty-seven languages, continues to provide insights into this wild region, located
in the instep of Italy’s “boot.” Still mysterious and elusively tied to a darker age and deeper
pagani touchstones of knowledge and belief, the region is relatively unchanged by the country’s
over-reaching Catholic influence.A true Renaissance man—physician, philosopher, artist, writer,
inspired speaker, and later a senator in the Italian government—Levi was born in Turin on
November 29, 1902, into an affluent, talented, and respected Jewish family. He graduated in
medicine at the early age of twenty-two. That same year, he exhibited his artwork at the Biennale
of Venice and began his vociferous antifascist activities, with the Giustizia e Libertà movement,
which ultimately condemned him as a “threat to national security.” He was sentenced to five
years confino in one of Italy’s wildest regions, a term that was reduced to seven months (from
October 3, 1935, to May 20, 1936), following Mussolini’s conquest of Ethiopia.CARLO
LEVIThose less impressed by Carlo Levi’s political values and writings often refer dismissively to
Christ Stopped at Eboli as a “novel,” implying that much of the dark, bleak, primitive, sempre
miseria (“always misery”) peasant world in Aliano he describes—a world “which no one can
enter without a magic key”—is largely fictitious. To some, it is either a figment of a vehemently
antifascist, prounderclass imagination or, according to other cynics, a masterful work of mystical
fantasy.Prior to our time in Aliano and other places in a region that once harbored a host of
strident socialist critics, the plight of Mezzogiorno peasants was regarded as beneath the dignity
of national politicians to investigate and certainly never to acknowledge. One of the most
outspoken “revolutionaries” was Rocco Scotellaro, a close friend of Levi’s, who appeared in
redheaded rhetorical fury in many of Levi’s Aliano-period paintings. As a poet and ultimately the
mayor (sindico) of Tricarico, Scotellaro used his verses and vision as powerful instruments for
social and economic emancipation. Similarly, in the village of Tursi to the Southeast, Albino
Pierro, a renowned poet who wrote in the local Arab-tinged dialect and was once a candidate for
the Nobel Prize for Literature, was also a reformist for the sperduti (“the forgotten people”).Levi
saw himself primarily as a physician and a painter, and certainly never claimed to be a poet.
However, both his art and his eloquent prose paint an intriguing and almost poetical portrait of
Aliano, his place of exile in 1935–1936, the most strident era of the Mussolini fascist dictatorship.
And there is no doubt, based upon our own time there, that Levi’s descriptions of the setting and



mood of the village of Aliano could not be bettered. Certainly not by me.Here’s a brief collage of
Levi’s impressions from his world-famous book, which, as one critic suggested, became “the
symbol of many other dire realities in our divided world today.” That thought was echoed by the
famous Italian writer Italo Calvino, who called Levi “the ambassador of another world in our
world.”I left dear Grassano, a streak of white at the summit of a bare hill, a sort of miniature
imaginary Jerusalem in the solitude of the desert…and entered the desolate reaches of Lucania
(Basilicata)…. This shadowy land is like being in a sea of chalk—a bare and dramatic austerity—
the haunts of caves and brigands…I sense the bottomless sadness of this desolate
countryside…Broom is practically the only flower that blooms in this desert. The wind comes up
in cold spirals from the ravines…mountain tops stick out of a weary pallor of mist like islands in a
shapeless ocean of vapidity. And there was Gagliano [as Levi calls Aliano in the book] perched
on a sort of jagged saddle rising among ravines. It wound its way like a worm on either side of a
single street which sloped abruptly down the narrow ridge between two ravines…steep slopes of
white clay with houses hanging from them…the peasants’ houses were all alike consisting of
only one room…At night the empty blackness of the sky hung over the darkened village. But
eventually I came to understand the hidden virtues of this bare land and to love it.I remember
Anne’s reaction after reading Levi’s book for the first time. She turned to me, fixed me with one of
her “please listen, this is serious” looks, and said, “Y’ know, darling” (“darling” invariably indicates
something serious to be discussed), “you’ve written so many books and articles on world travel.
Off you go, sometimes with me in tow” (our work schedules do not always coincide), “and burrow
deeply into places, but then, just when we’re beginning to learn and understand some of the
deeper nuances and strangeness of life there, we’re off again, on to somewhere else.”I stared at
her, not sure exactly how to interpret her summary of my travel-writing life. She took my silence, I
guess, as an affirmation and continued: “So, why don’t we try something different? Let’s go and
live in just one place for a year or so, through all the seasons, and become part of it. Let’s see
what happens—a book, illustrations, articles, or just lots of new experiences. Whatever. We
won’t force it. Let’s allow the place to show us how best to use what we learn.”“Like Levi,” I
said.“Exactly. Like Levi.”“And where,” I said, already guessing the answer, “do you think we might
go to enjoy our year or so of seasons?”Anne laughed. “I think you know where. You’re already
thinking about it! Remember Rumi: ‘Your own story is calling you.’”Levi’s book on Basilicata was
our first and most transforming inspiration. His descriptions were siren calls to us: “The seasons
pass today over the toil of the peasants, just as they did 3,000 years before Christ; no message,
human or divine, has reached this stubborn poverty.” But other writers have also explored this
wild, strange, and little-known region. In particular, its dark and ancient mysteries intrigued the
ever-curious and remarkably intrepid Norman Douglas. His 1915 book, Old Calabria, remains
one of the most in-depth explorations of southern Italy (his Calabria had broad boundaries),
despite the challenges he faced in finding his way into the psyche of a remote peasant culture
steeped in intractable stubbornness and a deep and ancient silence.Douglas, “a genial,
charming, obtuse, dogmatic, arrogant and overbearing Scot, who stalked about the world with



the assurance of some Highland laird” (according to one of his publishers), was never a man to
mince words or actions, neither in his highly controversial personal life nor certainly as the
author of such revelatory books as South Wind and Alone. He has been compared with some of
literature’s “greatest scoffers and debunkers”—Dr. Samuel Johnson, Voltaire, Orwell, and Graves
—whose primary collective purpose seemed to be to “clear minds of cant!” Douglas effectively
describes the “ghostly phantoms of the past” that permeate this region, once “a cauldron of
demonology…infested with brigandage” and (still a major Italian problem) “an army of official
loafers who infest the land, and would be far better employed themselves planting onions.” And
while Douglas admired the malizia (craftiness) and interesse (self-interest) of the region’s
“sturdy brood” of peasant farmers (“che bella gioventù!”) and the fact that “wise women and
wizards abound,” he seemed constantly to face invisible barriers to true insight. Frustrated, he
wandered the region—through the “sunless and cobwebby labyrinth, the old woman pensioners
flitting round me like bats in the twilight”—seeking deeper knowledge of “the old tangled ways,”
and pursuing tales of supernatural creatures.BASILICATAN PANORAMAHe heard a few of the
more “enlightened” village mayors and community leaders claim “the days of such fabulous
monsters are over” and that fifteenth-century Spanish invasions of the South “withered up the
pagan myth-making faculty.” But he didn’t believe it. Like others who have ventured there,
Douglas continued to sense the dark and enduring underpinnings of the region’s strange and
often unsettling heritage. “No wonder North Italians…regard all Calabrians as savages,” he
wrote, both in admiration and exasperation. The unique southern region is “not a land to traverse
alone,” he warned at the end of Old Calabria. And yet he obviously learned to love this bizarre
region: “Such torrid splendour, drenching a land of austerest simplicity, decomposes the mind
into corresponding states of primal contentment and resilience.”Douglas also apparently had a
great affection for George Gissing’s book By the Ionian Sea, which describes Gissing’s 1897
journey along the southern Italian coast. However, I must admit to a certain personal frustration
with this scholarly gentleman’s constant moaning and groaning about his ill health, the atrocious
food, the climate, the poor state of historic preservation, the constantly irritating scirocco
“African” wind (although, this complaint I can endorse wholeheartedly), and the invariable
closing of museums for “renovation” (this too). But there is one moving passage in the Gissing
book that made me realize that he had the capacity, as Douglas had, to empathize with the
plight of Italy’s southerners and to understand the poundings of history that these stoic people
have had to endure for century after century:One remembers all they have suffered, all they have
achieved in spite of wrong. Brute races have flung themselves, one after another, upon this
sweet and glorious land; conquest and slavery, from age to age, have been the people’s lot.
Tread where one will, the soil has been drenched with blood. An immemorial woe sounds even
through the lilting notes of Italian gaiety. It is a country wearied and regretful, looking ever
backward to the things of old; trivial in its latter life, and unable to hope sincerely for the
future.Gissing failed to mention the more recent plagues of nineteenth-century mountain
brigands, renowned for their kidnap-and-ransom antics (primarily on the local populace, not



tourists), and the insidious power of the Calabrian Mafia or ’Ndrangheta, which still has tentacles
there today. But then he adds, in a rare moment of emotional uplift: “Listen to a…peasant singing
as he follows his oxen along the furrow, or as he shakes the branches of his olive tree. That
wailing voice amid the ancient silence, that long lament solacing ill-rewarded toil, comes from
the heart of Italy herself, and wakes the memory of mankind.” And then he admits, in an
unexpected apologia from such a finicky, disgruntled traveler: “In the first pause of the music I
reproach myself bitterly for narrowness and ingratitude. All the faults of the Italian people are
whelmed in forgiveness as soon as their music sounds under the Italian sky…. Moved by these
voices…I asked pardon for all my foolish irritation, my impertinent fault-finding.”How can one not
forgive Gissing when he exhibits such insight, graciousness, and genuine humility?But back to
Norman Douglas. In addition to the music, which he loved as much as did Gissing, there was
also something about the region’s cheerful pagan quality—he called it the “tigerish flavour” of the
Mezzogiorno—that greatly appealed to this driven wanderer. And scholar too—a fine scholar of
layered history who advised that “the magic of south Italy deserves to be well studied, for the
country is a cauldron of demonology wherein Oriental beliefs—imported direct from Egypt, the
classic home of witchcraft—commingled with those of the West.” He was particularly intrigued by
the depths of such “demonology”: “priests are…mere decorative survivals, that look well enough
in the landscape, but are not taken seriously save in their match-making and money-lending
capacities.” Further on, Douglas writes “The records show that the common people never took
their saints to heart in the northern fashion—as moral exemplars; from beginning to end, they
have only utilized them as a pretext for fun and festivals, a means of brightening the cata-
combic, the essentially sunless, character of Christianity.”At one point he describes the night he
saw a werewolf—a lupomannaro (“not popular as a subject of conversation” in the South)—in a
remote mountain community, and a villager explained that he was one of “the more old-
fashioned werewolves”…“and in that case only the pigs…are dowered with the faculty of
distinguishing them in daytime, when they look like any other ‘Christian.’” Even in the midday
heat as well as the night-gloom, Douglas sensed deeper forces and presences: “This noontide is
the ‘heavy’ hour…controra they now call it—the ominous hour. Man and beast are fettered in
sleep, while spirits walk abroad, as at midnight. The midday demon—that southern Haunter of
calm blue spaces.”Douglas found his fascination for such aspects of Mezzogiorno life constantly
rejected by local mayors, minor officials, and powerbrokers. And when he delved deeper, he
found that: “a foreigner is at an unfortunate disadvantage; if he ask questions, he will only get
answers dictated by suspicion or a deliberate desire to mislead.” So, never one to be at a loose
end for research, he set off exploring some of the legends surrounding the multitudinous local
saints and discovered an intriguing retinue of flying monks, raisers of the dead, and other
assorted miracle-and marvel-makers, many with distinct pagani attributes.But Douglas also
discovered larger and more enduring characters in the Mezzogiorno. In the ancient and
mysterious mores of the south “there arises…a new perspective of human affairs; a suggestion
of well-being wherein the futile complexities and disharmonies of our age shall have no place,



and which claim kinship with some elemental and robust archetype….”Finally, ever a non-
admirer of the more modern confusions and complexities of Christianity, which he called “that
scarecrow of a theory which would have us neglect what is earthly, tangible,” he found in
Calabria and Basilicata that “a landscape so luminous, so resolutely scornful of accessories…
brings us to the ground, where we belong…. What is life well lived but a blithe discarding of
primordial husks, of those comfortable intangibilities that lurk about us, waiting for our weak
moments.”And in the inhabitants—despite their living conditions, which often shocked Douglas
into despair—who were so obviously outcasts from “life’s feast” and whose depths he was never
able to plumb fully, he invariably sensed that “the sage, that perfect savage, will be the last to
withdraw himself from the influence of these radiant realities.”THUS WE WERE LURED into the
land of Levi, and his pursuit of his “magic key” unlocking the “radiant realities” of a wilderness so
loved by Douglas. And we began, like Gissing, to be “moved by the voices and spirits” of the
people we met and befriended there. Times for us were not always easy, and our adventures
didn’t always turn out quite the way we might have liked, but we never once stopped celebrating
our good fortune at being able to share our lives with our newfound friends in Aliano and the
surrounding hill villages. Like Levi, we came to “understand this land and love it,” and like
Douglas, we caught glimpses of Italy as a bizarre “cauldron of demonology,” while admiring the
region’s “elemental and robust archetype” character. And we found, just as Pico Iyer, that
renowned travel writer–philosopher, suggests, that “All the great travel books are love stories,
and all great journeys are, like love, about being carried out of yourself and deposited in the
midst of terror and wonder.” (We were never at a loss for either of those.)Best of all, we revived
and expanded our own lives together through our experiences, and gleaned intriguing and
powerful insights there in that beautiful and beautifully strange Basilicata.The Adventure
BeginsBrowmmmmm…browmmmmm…swiiiiish…browmmmmm…swiiiiish…Well, that, I
thought, as I was abruptly awakened in utter darkness, is certainly a sound you don’t hear every
day.If it is indeed daytime here.Wherever “here” is.Then came that whirling panic of utter
disconnectedness, a smothering blankness of confusion, made even more terrifying by those
strange sounds coming from somewhere very close by and getting louder and stronger…
booming, swishing, booming…Thankfully, the mental curtain rises suddenly, and I know I’m not
in the United States in our New York home with Anne snuggled beside me or in our other cozy
little tatami-matted retreat in Japan.I’m in Rome. Rome, Italy. And I’m alone. Anne is still teaching
at her university at Kyushu.After long and tediously cramped flights, from Japan via the U.S.A.
and England, I’m finally here. But not in the Rome of the glossy brochures—the Rome of soaring
Corinthian columns and rubble-strewn ruins and tiny piazzas with trellised trattorias and the
whine of motorini (mopeds) and the hosts of tottering, weary tourists and the cacophony of
honking traffic, always jammed and always oblivious to stoplights (in Italy they are regarded
merely as suggestions), pedestrians, and even other traffic.No, definitely not that Rome. I’d been
there before and, quite frankly, after landing at Leonardo da Vinci airport (more commonly
known as “Fiumicino”) the previous afternoon, after a soul-stirring flight over the pristine peaks of



the Swiss Alps, I hadn’t been in the mood for the tumult and tensions and crackle and din and
the utter sensory overload of the historic core of that flamboyant and heavily testosteroned
urban chaos. Neither was I ready to leap into my rented car and drive immediately to the South
for a first glimpse of a region that, after all my readings and weeks of anxious preparation, had
begun to take on a character of almost mythic proportions.What I needed the day of my arrival
was precisely what I found: a fishing village with a vast beach of smooth blond sand, a quaint
boat-filled harbor, a choice of inexpensive hotels and good restaurants, and all within a few
minutes’ driving distance west of the airport (so close in fact that one wonders why planes don’t
occasionally splash down in its harbor).Almost as in a dream, where things wished for can
become tangibly real, I arrived in the little seashore town of Fiumicino. And all these delights
were presented in such a quiet, off-season, sedate kind of way that I had to blink furiously to
assure myself that this was indeed not a dream…especially when my car literally drove itself into
a small, vine arbor–shaded car park beside a charming pensione complete with a flower-
bedecked restaurant. And at the restaurant, with its meticulously laid tables of shining crystal
glasses, three charming, elderly-lady proprietors welcomed me like a long-lost relative, with a
grace and tenderness befitting a Jane Austen novel. The oldest one appeared to be a
permanent fixture in her antique chair by the cash register. Under her meticulously plaited silver
hair glowed two azure blue eyes, and her smiling lips were the epitome of welcome.So that’s
where I am, I thought, as yesterday’s memories flooded in. And those sounds are, I assume, the
sounds of fishing boats firing up their engines and swishing their way down the long, narrow inlet
of the harbor and out into the open sea.I groped my way out of bed, shuffled across the cool tile
floor to the window, and flung open the shutters. And there they were: a dozen or more large
trawler-tough boats gliding past as the sun yolked up above the rooftops of houses and nautical
workshops on the far side of the harbor and the screech of gulls and the briny-fishy aroma of
morning rolled into my room. And I smiled. A big, happy, yawny kind of smile.And I thought, so
this is where our adventure begins.A WHILE LATER, after a long hot shower and a leisurely
search of my suitcase for something not too creased to wear (if I’d allowed Anne to pack for me,
as she’d suggested, nothing would have been creased), I ambled down from my room to an
adjoining coffee bar by the harbor to start my first day with a frothy-topped cappuccino dusted
with powdered chocolate, and a very large and very flaky cornetto. And then, as I watched the
huddle of locals around the bar from my chair on the sidewalk, I realized I was missing one of the
key ingredients, a traditional morning corretto—that small glass of something strong and
revitalizing to kickstart the body and mind. So, as a salute to the “when in Rome” (literally) spirit,
a second cappuccino with a small anise chaser was ordered and I returned to my chair and
grinned at the sun as the pungent alcohol raced through my still semi-dormant system and made
all my appendages, including my nose and ears for some odd reason, tingle in a most beguiling
manner.What now, I wondered? Stay here by the harbor for another day and sort of ease into the
mood and pace of things? Or maybe play tourist and plunge into the tumult of the city for a quick
scramble up the dome of St. Peter’s and a stroll through the ancient monoliths of the forum and



amphitheater? Or…“GO SOUTH,” a voice insisted. “TODAY. NOW!”This was my favorite inner
voice—the impulsive, occasionally intrepid, explorer voice, and the one I invariably follow. He
always seems to know intuitively what I really want to do, no matter how much I might try to
propose or rationalize other perfectly reasonable options.“Rome will wait. And you can come
back to this little pensione, too. But today, now, GO SOUTH!”So, south it was to be.“But go
leisurely,” the victorious voice suggested. “There’s no rush. Meander a little and get a feel for the
place. Time is all yours for as long as you need, or wish.”And with that tantalizing thought, I
gathered up my belongings from the room and bid farewell to the three matronly ladies
(emphasizing that I would indeed be back). Even before the Roman rush hour had begun, I was
off, following the big green freeway signs south toward Naples, singing silly, mindless tunes to
myself, and inviting serendipity to set the course and pace of my long journey down into the
depths and mysteries of Basilicata.“No One Travels to the South”Smiling, I watched the morning
traffic jams intensify—I smiled because the jams applied only to traffic bound for the chaotic
heart of Rome. I, on the other hand, was just leaving Rome and had most of the freeway to
myself. As I drove happily southward, my mind was kind of freewheeling through the arrival
antics of the day before, and one small incident—shards of overheard conversation—stood out.I
couldn’t believe I’d actually heard and understood them (thanks to the interpretive abilities of a
fellow passenger). And in such an auspicious place as the airport, as I was finalizing the
laborious long-term rental arrangements for my little toy Lancia DoDo. In hindsight, it would have
been far more expedient and far less expensive to have purchased a car of my own on day one.
Or at the very least I should have avoided renting any car named after an extremely dumb and
therefore extinct overgrown turkey.A well-dressed woman—actually, a superbly attired and
manicured lady, as only Italian ladies can be—was also reaching the end of signing her
seemingly endless forms for the release of her car, a black Mercedes turbo, which she referred
to loudly and proudly on at least three separate occasions during the red-tape rituals.“And where
are you planning to visit?” the young girl behind the counter asked the woman pleasantly, her
dimpled apple cheeks glowing. “The South, maybe?”The lady, who was undoubtedly northern
Italian born and bred—tall, svelte, and queenlike in attitude and disposition, making a true bella
figura—paused in mid-pen-flourish and stared at the girl in utter surprise.When she had
regained her composure, she said in a stiletto-sharp voice with a strident, clipped Milanese
accent. “The South!? O Dio, no! No one travels to the South surely! Solo i fessi stanno laggiù!
[‘Only fools stay down there.’]—Rome is quite far enough.”The girl behind the counter smiled
brightly, probably assuming that this was just one of those little comedies of colliding cultures
and Mezzogiorno jibes that northerners liked to make every once in a while to remind anyone
who had the patience to listen that, of course, the North was Italy and the South was, well, the
South. Another country. An undesirable, uncultivated appendage to the “true” Italy, full of
muddled remnants of Saracens, Albanians, and suchlike “uncivilized peoples.” The land of the
terroni (“the little peasants”). More African and Arabic than European. And certainly not a place
to be driven through in a black Mercedes turbo, thank you very much. And, no, she was not



joking. She spoke in the superior manner of the supremely confident, complacently full of old-
money, high-culture snobismo. The counter girl understood this quite clearly, I think, and with a
rapidly rising blush that suggested a possible southern heritage, she looked away and
pretended to be searching for more interminable papers for the lady from the North to sign.THIS
ENDURING DICHOTOMY between North and South is not altogether unfamiliar in other
countries—particularly Great Britain and the U.S.A.—but in Italy it seems far more potent.
Whether it is due to the fact that, until 1861, Italy was essentially a batch of loosely related
nation-states, or to the striking economic disparities between the two halves of the nation—the
rich, industrialized, fertile, sophisticated, architecturely resplendent North, and the far more
agrarian and underdeveloped South, with its rugged and ragged history of invasion and
conquests—who can tell? Certainly the North African Arab invasions of portions of Europe from
the seventh to the tenth centuries, most notably in southern Spain, southern Italy, and Sicily,
reinforced the prejudices of northerners that these regions had become tainted, “foreign,” and
strange. Such a sentiment is reinforced today by clear radio reception in the South of wailing,
quarter-tone music, obviously Arabic, from nearby countries such as Algeria, Morocco, and
Tunisia, the last only ninety miles or so south across the Mediterranean from Sicily.The fact is the
dichotomy truly exists, and discussions about “solving the dilemma of the South” invariably and
quickly lead to entrenched positions and virulent verbal skirmishes. One charmingly outspoken
woman later told me in all seriousness that the South should declare itself a separate nation and
“let the Mafia run it. They’re much better at running things down here than any elected
government!”Carlo Levi’s position on the subject is interesting, and indeed his antifascist ideas,
which obviously ran counter to those of Mussolini and his cohorts, got him quickly arrested and
placed in confino in Basilicata. Levi saw a very different future for the region, one far more radical
than today’s ambiguous and ambitionless policies and plans, most of which fade and fail through
a potent combination of bureaucratic lethargy and incompetence, fiscal corruption, impractical
visions, ineffective implementation, chaotic political continuity (fifty-nine Italian prime ministers
since the end of World War II!), and more corruption—right up to the present day. Even Italy’s
media-mogul, billionaire prime minister Silvio Berlusconi has been implicated. In power during
our stay in Basilicata, he was desperately fighting a cartload of corruption indictments that
threatened to decimate his political career.Levi had no qualms about declaring that “many” have
claimed to have mediated upon the “problem of the South” and to have formulated plans for its
solution. “But just as their schemes and the very language in which they were couched would
have been incomprehensible to the peasants (still a majority of the population in the south), so
were the life and needs of the peasants a closed book to them, and one which they did not even
bother to open.” He concluded that: “The state cannot solve the problem of the south because
the problem is none other than the state itself…Plans laid by a central government still leave two
hostile Italy’s on either side of the abyss!” In the South he cited particularly the problems of “big
landlord estates and their owners” and “middle class village tyrants…who cut the peasants off
from any hope of freedom and a decent existence.” Levi’s solution was dramatic in its visionary



simplicity: “All of Italy…must be renewed from top to bottom. We must rebuild the foundations…
with the concept of the individual. The name of this way out is autonomy…self-governing rural
communities.” This, Levi stated vehemently “is what I learned from a year of life
underground.”Good heavens, I thought, as I signed the papers for my rental car and watched the
northern lady stride off to claim her Mercedes, just what kind of place am I going to?THE DRIVE
SOUTH became increasingly dramatic. As I left the great bowl of Rome behind, the mountains
began to surge in on both sides of the freeway. To the east the snowcapped peaks of the Monti
Simbruini, part of the Abruzzese Appennine chain, rose like cloaked wraiths above rugged
foothills sprinkled with white hilltop towns. There they were, perched like clustered fairy-tale
villages on the edge of impossible precipices, some so high above the Sacco River Valley that
they seemed disconnected, inaccessible, and dreamily surreal. Rugged remnants of eleventh-
century Norman castles, peering down from high-vantage-point aeries, added to the aura of
romantic fantasy.The mountains to the west rose abruptly, aggressively, from the valley floor and
huddled, huge and ogre-like, striated with eroded, skeletal-white strata, their summits bare and
wild. Freeway signs to Naples, “Capital of the South,” beckoned, but I decided to save that
intense and intrigue-laced city for a future visit and instead soared on southwards around cloud-
cocooned Vesuvius and down into the mammoth ranges of the Alburni, Maddalena and Cilento
Mountains. Here, I sensed, was the true topographic barrier between North and South, the place
where the strangeness begins, a gateway to the great bastion of Basilicata itself.At Lagonegro,
perched high in a mountain cleft, I paused at one of those remarkable freeway service centers,
gaudy with restaurants, motels, and mini-supermarkets crammed with elegant and tantalizing
displays of regional delights—huge, golden wheels of bread; aged, mold-encrusted cheeses;
wrinkled salamis; prosciutto; odd-shaped pastas; oils; olives; wine; and endless bizarre liqueurs.
This was my first real encounter with Italian gastronomic overabundance, and my basket
seemed to fill itself, abundantly. I obviously bought far too much but convinced myself that, if I got
into the impromptu Italian picnic mode, nothing would be wasted. My enthusiasm was doused
somewhat as I handed over a king’s ransom in brand-new euro bills to the cashier, but her
empathetic nods and her obviously impressed smile at my gourmand’s selection and capacity
made me feel I was already adopting the appropriate dolce vita attitude toward gustatory
excess.On the way out, manhandling two enormous shopping bags, I noticed a photograph on a
promotional display showing the nearby and very appealing little coastal town of Sapri, sprinkled
around an idyllic bay against a backdrop of soaring ranges. My impulsive explorer–self
immediately resurfaced, informing me that this was obviously an ideal place for a brief sortie.
“Time is all yours,” he reminded me, “for as long as you need or wish.” And that little encouraging
mantra kept repeating itself as I hairpinned down two thousand feet of riotous mountainscape to
the Caribbean blue Tyrrhenian Sea.Viva’s Views on Almost Everything“You can call me Viva,”
she said. “It’s Louisa Vita, really, but I like Viva better, don’t you?”I do, particularly after half an
hour with this dynamic young lady of light and life, who spoke excellent English and happened to
be the breakfast hostess at a little hotel I’d discovered right on the beachfront in Sapri. This



funky-spirited, smart-dowdy, rich-poor, want-to-be-better-but-can’t-seem-to-make-it-happen
seaside community just on the wrong side of the Basilicatan border had turned out to be a
perfect place to pause for a day or so before continuing on into the increasingly dramatic
mountainscapes of the South.MARATEA PORTO (NEAR SAPRI)Viva is one of those buoyant
young women whose lives have suffered unseemly numbers of slings and arrows and yet who
still seem to emerge more sprightly, and certainly wiser, than ever. She’d asked if I’d like coffee,
and I nodded blearily. Then we began talking, and the only time during our long roller-coaster
chat—and a most unmemorable “continental” breakfast at the hotel (“You’d like an omelet?” she
said. “Well, so would I, so would everybody. But, in this place, no omelets. No cook!”)—that I ever
saw her vivacity wane was when she mentioned her husband…her ex-husband.“I made
mistake,” she said. But it wasn’t too clear if she was talking about her divorce or her decision to
move to Sapri. “There’s nothing to do here. Nothing! I don’t know why I came. Escape maybe. To
get far enough away, and hide. It’s happening so much in Italy now. After seven years of
marriage: divorce, with one child. Did you know we have lowest birthrate in Europe? In Italy! The
land of romance, love, and passion! Isn’t that crazy? But it’s the way things are. And the family
gives everything for that one child. Especially if the child is a boy, and even if he’s thirty he’s still a
child and often lives at home with Mamma. Or if not, the family follows him around to look after
him. But it’s always work. Work, work, work. Men, women: everybody work all the time to buy
things and make it good for family, and for that one child! Stupid! Here I work in this hotel from
height (Viva had an endearing habit of adding h’s in the oddest places) to ten in the morning,
and I get a thousand heuros a month, but my rent is five hundred, my babysitter is three
hundred, my car and food and things, five hundred, so I don’t know what to do. Where are all the
rich men, I ask! Maybe I could meet a nice doctor, but they are all married. They make lots of
money and, just like all those lazy statali government workers, retire early and go and live in
other fancy places. Never Sapri, of course. Never Sapri!”“Viva,” I said, stopping her strident flow
and trying once again to keep her on track. “You were telling me about the divorce.”She paused
in mid-breath. Her vibrant, vivacious face puckered for an instant. “Mistake. Aghh!” She shook
her head. It was a sign to move on to other subjects.“Anyway, you were also telling me earlier
about the problems in the Mezzogiorno.”“Ah, Mezzogiorno!” Life returns. Viva revived, in that
press-button passionate way Italians have of dealing with their rousting, everything-out-in-the-
open emotions. “Those politicians. Talk, talk, talk. Promise, promise, promise. You give me your
vote and I’ll bring you lots of jobs and factories and better roads and new houses. And what
happens? Nothing! Nothing, nothing, nothing! Have you seen the A3 road from Salerno to
Reggio? The main highway from the North to the South. How many years have they been
‘improving’ that stupid road? And look at it! It’s rubbish! The most dangerous main road in the
country! And all those villages on the tops of the mountains. All full of old people. All the young
ones have gone to the cities. Just the very old ones left. And even if the young ones stay
because the politicians say, ‘We will bring you jobs, molto lavoro,’ what do you get? Stupid jobs
for a few weeks, building a road or a public toilet that nobody needs or uses, or a wall around the



town hall, and then, no job! So, no pension. No—how you say?—security. And then they say,
‘Let’s bring tourists,’ and all the mayors say, ‘My town first! My town first!’ So they all try fancy
ideas to bring tourists. And in Sapri, you know what the last idea was? You saw that huge, half-
finished building as you come in from Maratea? Massive, isn’t it? Well, it was supposed to be a
cement factory about thirty years ago, and they said, ‘No, cement is wrong. We need tourists.’ So
they left the thing just standing there like it was a bombed building and they tried to get people
from the North to come down and make it into a fancy resort and, oh dear, surprise, surprise!
Nobody came.”Viva paused for breath, and I tried to change the subject again but I wasn’t quite
fast enough (not even fast enough to remind her about my coffee).“Mezzogiorno! All stupid!” she
continued in her charmingly railroading fashion. “And everything so corrupt. Dio cristo! You can’t
trust anybody. Everybody expecting their little bustarelle [“gift envelopes,” aka bribes]. And they
talk so much about the stupid ‘plans for the South.’ The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno—that was one
of them. And what happened to that? They tried to stop malaria, which had always been so bad
in this area. Everybody sick all the time. They built a few roads, some places for industries that
never come, some public housing where the earthquakes in 1980 had collapsed some of the
villages, you know, like the one recently not so far away, in Puglia—you know about that?”“Yes, it
was in all the international newspapers. The school that collapsed and killed more than twenty
children.”“Yes, that is right. And it was not a very old school either. Now they say there was
corruption, stealing, and the people who built it did a very bad job because they put so much
money in their pockets. Ma! Is that a surprise? No, I don’t think so, thank you very much. It
happens all the time everywhere. And down here, particularly in Calabria, where they have a
‘second government’—Oh, you don’t know about that? Well, maybe it’s better you don’t. Not so
long ago peoples was very frightened to travel to Calabria and Reggio. There were many robbers
—briganti—in the mountains and you could be attacked or kidnapped, even killed.”“Is that so
today?”Viva gave one of her endearingly sly, ironic smiles, and I was thinking what a great guest
she would make on one of those TV talking-head shows, of which there were many in Italy. Her
face, her mind were so animated and volatile. Of course, that’s not unlike most Italians, who
seem to possess an inbred natural ability to express all their emotions instantaneously, using
numerous body parts, from their eyes and mouths to extravagant shrugs to whirling arms and
even legs. (Watch one of those talk shows and see how far apart they have to seat people to
prevent serious physiological damage from the guests’ emotive outbursts.) In Viva’s case, she
used mainly her face, but with the skill and dexterity of a contortionist.“Well, today they are
clever. The brigands are now the ’Ndrangheta,’ the Calabrian Mafia.”“And they’re the ‘second
government’?”She laughed and raised her eyes heavenward. “Some say they’re actually the first!
That all the elected peoples and the police and all the others get their little bustarelle and sit
around not doing very much while the ’Ndrangheta organizes everything.”“Do you think that’s
true?”But she was on a roll now, and although I was beginning to lose hope of ever being served
my morning coffee, I had no intention of restricting the flow of her eloquent tirade.“Well, I’ll tell
you what I think. I think we should tell Rome to keep all its stupid plans, and the European Union



too. They say Basilicata is a ‘priority development area,’ but I think they just want our oil. Yes!
Didn’t you know? We’ve just found oil, a lot of oil, in Basilicata here. I think we should forget the
euro too—going up, up, up. This is no good for us. Our main market in Italy is export, but a strong
euro makes everything too expensive to sell. So, this is what I think. The neo-fascists keep
saying we should go back to having autonomous republics like it was before 1860, when
Garibaldi came to unite Italy as one country. The Northern League wants to forget the South
completely. They say the government has spent over three hundred fifty billion euros on the
South over the last twenty years. But they say we wasted the money, or stole it, and then peoples
from the South all go north for work…and steal jobs! So, why don’t we just say Mezzogiorno is a
new country, separate from everybody, and we put ’Ndrangheta in charge? Let them work it all
out. That’s what they do anyway. All those different southern Mafia organizations—the Camorra
in Naples, the Sacra Corona Unita and La Rosa in Apulia, and of course the Cosa Nostra in
Sicily. And I think they’re richer than the government. They have so many businesses with good
profits. So, why not let them run the Mezzogiorno like a good business? They know all about this.
Andreotti [the ex-prime minister recently under indictment for collaboration with the Mafia] knew
the truth. He was real in his thinking. So maybe we have to be real also. We have to recognize
the power of our Mafia. We have to—how you say?—involve, no integrate, them to improve our
economy for everyone here. The government hasn’t, cannot do this. And there are many who
think like this too.”“Fascinating idea, Viva. They say that southern people are tough. They’ve
been going their own way for centuries.”“Yes, yes, it’s true. We are tough. Just think of our history:
all those peoples invading us—Greeks, Arabs, Normans—and wars all the time. And the people
living in a medieval—how you say?—feudal system, full of superstitions and witches and things.
And that terrible time—the Kingdom of The Two Sicilies. And earthquakes and landslides—
always earthquakes and landslides—and malaria that killed so many. And even Spartacus—you
remember?—that great rebellion of the Roman slaves in 73 B.C. He destroyed so much of
Basilicata. And other diseases and plagues, too. And the Catholic Church saying to all the poor
people, ‘Just be good and peaceful and obey the big bosses—the baroni and the padroni and all
the others—and you’ll be happy one day.’ Not here, of course. Not now. Not on this earth. But
certainly in that beautiful heaven with all the angels singing and…” She paused in mid-flow and
gave a Edith Piaf–like ‘pouf!’ and hunched her shoulders in a huge shrug.And then she began
again, a little quieter this time. “But you know something? In spite of all this, we have a good life.
We are not rich, but we know, we have learned, how to live well in our poverty. The North don’t
know how to do this. To grow and make what you need for yourself—olives, sheep, pigs,
vegetables, wines, tomato sauces, fruit, wheat for your own pasta and bread. They don’t know
up north these things like we do, and even when they are rich, they are not so happy. We are so
different here. Like I say, we are a separate people, a separate country!”There was a long pause,
a satisfied pause, in Viva’s case. She’d made her points, exhaustively.“Viva?”“Oh yes, what
please?”“Any chance of that coffee now?”CHAPTER 2Entering “The Land of the Magic
Key”Sapri is a beguiling little place despite, or maybe because of, its not-quite-successful



attempts to become another Amalfi or Sorrento. Those two world-renowned hotspots on the
Punta Campanella peninsula south of Naples, along with the nearby Isle of Capri, offer a
scintillating summer scene of Eurotrash jet-setters, gorgeous gigolos, fashion-fad fanatics,
infotech multimillionaires, dazzling stars of stage and screen, and myriad ogling, wannabe
watchers and adulators.Sapri does not.Despite an idyllic location on a broad, curving bay with a
mountain backdrop of almost alpine majesty, the little town is still celebrated primarily by its own
residents. The nightly passeggiata, snaking past the coffee bars, pubs, and restaurants on the
seafront, is still the high point of slow languid summer days. Fishermen still make a decent living
here and can afford to own their own homes, untouched by the mega-inflation that has made
property unaffordable for most locals in the hip commercial coastal communities farther to the
north.The town beckoned and invited me to stay. “What are a few more lazy days of indolence
and indulgence when you have all the time in the world to do whatever you wish?” I heard the
little town say. So, without too much resistance on my part—particularly since I was enjoying a
virtually free hotel and a bedroom terrace overlooking the beach, bay, and mountains—I did
indeed stay longer than intended. Pizzas, pastas, ridiculously inexpensive bottles of local wine
with every meal, and seafood squiggly fresh from the adjoining sea, helped pass the time easily
and effortlessly.MARATEABut eventually, as I knew he would, my wanderer-self emerged,
restless again for the open road.“But it’s so beautiful and relaxing here,” I tried to explain.He
would have none of it.“GO SOUTH,” he demanded once again, just as he had a few days earlier
at Fiumicino, outside Rome. And so, the following morning, after another long diatribe from Viva
and another almost-coffeeless breakfast, I left little Sapri, vowing to return with Anne when she
arrived in a couple of weeks.And thus I finally entered Basilicata, beginning a year-long love
affair with “The Land of the Magic Key.”Basilicata actually began just a few miles south along the
coast. A hair-raisingly dramatic swirl of corniche-like tornanti (hairpin bends) led me along a
narrow road, perched on eroded precipices hundreds of feet above an azure blue ocean, across
the border with Campania and into the town of Maratea.Maratea turned out to be a confusing
collection of communities: the small but elegant porto clustered like a mini-Amalfi around its tiny
harbor; the elegant and lush Marina di Maratea resort (strict controls on rabid development here
reflect a local policy of “non-aggressive tourism”); remnants of Maratea Superiore, a “settlement
of uncertain origin,” but likely an eighth-century B.C. Greek colony; a thirteenth-century “lower
town,” and finally the tightly clustered medieval glories of Maratea Inferiore, itself set on a steep
mountainside beneath a seventy-foot-high gleaming white Statua del Redentore (statue of
Christ the Redeemer), arms outstretched beneath a placid Buddha-like face.If this were a
guidebook, pages could be devoted to the architectural charms and ecclesiastical glories of this
little town. Suffice to say, I was entranced by its tiny coffee bar–studded piazzas; its wriggling,
stepped, and tunneled alleys; and the rich, interlocking complexities of houses, stores,
churches, richly stuccoed palazzi, fountains, and statues, all jumbled together in typical Italian
hill-town intensity.I sat for a bit, trying to capture all this in a sketch while happily sipping my
cappuccino and grappa—a little Italian habit I’d picked up and had found most conducive as a



mid-morning pick-me-up. But only morning, mind you: The locals tend to have very rigid rules
about coffee-drinking; after midday, the only drink is one of those malicious caffeine-jolt
espressos the size of a thimble, and which are tippled in one gulp like a neat bourbon. Stranieri
(foreigners) ordering post-lunch cappuccinos are regarded as bizarre curiosities, ignorant of
traditional mores. My problem was that I still had not accepted the idea of paying eighty cents for
an ounce or so of pungent molasses-thick brew and ingesting it with barely a scintilla of a palate
appreciation when, for almost the same price, I could sit for quarter of an hour with a frothy
cappuccino and enjoy every leisurely sip.Doubtless my initiation and acceptance would come.
But not yet. At that point I was still happy to be seen as a straniero and to do whatever I felt like
doing.“Very nice picture, Signore,” a voice whispered in my right ear.I looked up from my sketch
quickly, maybe too quickly, and alarmed an elderly, wrinkled, and extremely bent gentleman
wearing a lopsided trilby hat and carrying a knobby olive-branch cane.“Ah, scusi, scusi!” he said,
and backed away nervously.“No, no, thank you. I’m glad you like.”The man smiled and inched
back. I invited him to join me at my table. (Another oddity I discovered in these parts is that if you
sit down at a table to enjoy your coffee, it can cost you double the price of the stand-at-the-
counter, quick-tipple-and-out practice of most locals.)The man accepted, and we began what
was rapidly to become my regular mode of conversation with the locals—lots of gesticulating;
elaborate hand, eye, wink, and nod communication; and wide smiles and laughter—as my
Italian-English (“Italianish”) and his raw dialect, only truly understood in Basilicata and its
environs, intertwined in hilariously confusing attempts at coherent dialogue.But something
useful did emerge on this occasion, something along the lines of “If you think this place is
special, wait until you get farther north, through the mountains and into the Lucanian Dolomites,
and there you’ll find two villages like no others in Italy.”From the chaotic convolutions of that chat
over coffee emerged the names Pietrapertosa and Castelmezzano. I looked at my map. The
towns were indeed a long way to the north, far from Aliano, but as it was my plan to loop and
spiral my way through the heart of Basilicata before focusing on Levi’s confino village, I decided
to take the old man’s advice and head due north, directly across the mountains.“DUE NORTH” is
an utter oxymoron, particularly in this wild, soaring, broken, twisted topography. But despite
endless hairpin turns and the most dangerously narrow, tortuous roads I’d faced just about
anywhere in all my wordly wanderings, the position of the sun informed me, throughout that long,
laborious day, that I was indeed edging northward through the ranges.And what ranges they
were! They buckled and twisted like snakes with broken spines around six-thousand-three-
hundred-foot-high Monte Sirino and the Riserva Naturale Foce Sele-Tanagro. A brief moment of
respite was offered as I descended past the hilltop aerie of Moliterno and the Roman ruins of
Grumentum—abandoned around the year 1000 A.D., following repeated attacks by Saracen
invaders—and eased out into the wide Agri Valley.I paused for a restorative coffee—a post-lunch
cappuccino, much to the confusion of the bartender—at a gas station on the main valley
highway linking the Basilicatan coast near Policoro and Metaponto with the A3 Naples-to-
Reggio freeway. For a few minutes I reentered the twenty-first century: Cars and huge tractor



trailers whizzed past (whizzing is apparently the only mode of movement for Italian drivers);
billboards rose high on huge pillars, displaying evocatively underdressed young ladies sucking
with erotic delight on Coke bottles or sprawling invitingly across gleaming latest-model
automobiles. Farmers were out in ultra-fertile and immense fields with huge machines very
unlike the donkey and oxen contraptions and tiny, waddling Ape trucks I’d noticed in the pocket-
handkerchief patches of hardscrabble land way up in the mountains.But soon it was northward
again, hairpinning like a pinball, dizzied by heights and constant glimpses of vertical-sided
canyons and gorges dropping off a few inches from my front wheel.Infrequent white hill villages
popped up, perched on distant puys, and then vanished almost magically into the swirl and
tumble of the ranges. The lower foothills were often cloaked in deep, dark forests of oak, beech,
and holly, while the higher peaks—Volturino, Caperino, and Montemurro—rose bold and bare,
the great ancient bastions of Basilicata.“No wonder Christ stopped at Eboli,” a wisecracker once
suggested. “Our mountains keep out anyone coming from the North.”“Well, they didn’t stop all
those invasions though, did they?” I wisecracked back, only to be told with fierce southern logic
that “the invaders cheated and came by sea!”I was tempted to remind the wisecracker that
Christ could walk on water and obviously had the option therefore of entering Basilicata by the
aquatic route. However, as would happen later in Basilicata, I found it best not to carry my
“Italianish” repartee too far. A lot gets lost in the translation, and apologies for unintended slights
are not always accepted gracefully.Just outside Laurenzana, one of the larger hill towns of the
region, and perched even more precariously than most on a sheer precipice of rock, an ancient
castle tower rose like a warning finger…one I perhaps should have heeded because I was soon
about to have my first little meeting with misfortune—and the “dark side” strangeness—in this
desolate realm.IT ALL BEGAN PLEASANTLY enough as I came upon a sign handpainted on a
rough slab of wood. It read Castelmezzano and pointed down an enticing-looking backroad that
sinewed its way across the top of a high forested ridge. My map showed no such road, but I’d
been told that Italian maps, despite their elegantly nuanced colors and air of authorative
accuracy, were often notoriously deficient in the finer points of what one might call definitive
cartography. So, off I went down the road, dust clouds spuming behind me from the unpaved but
relatively rutless surface.It was a little late in the evening, and dusky shadows were rising up
from the valleys far below as the sun began its final declining arc, spraying the higher hills with
brilliant flares of gold and amber. According to my crow-flying estimates, Castelmezzano
couldn’t have been more than twenty miles or so to the north, so I reckoned I should reach the
comforts of an evening coffee—or maybe even a real cocktail, a multicourse Italian dinner, and a
cozy bed in some local pensione—in an hour, tops.A few miles farther on, deeper and deeper
into those silent, seemingly unpopulated ranges, my schedule became somewhat disjointed. As
did my little Lancia DoDo. (I knew I shouldn’t have trusted a car with such a dumb name.)Maybe
I’d become a little too cocky on this particular backroad, but its relatively rutless, uncorrugated
surface encouraged speed and the pleasure of seeing half a mile of dust trailing behind me in
true outback-explorer fashion was captivatingly hypnotic.Then came the rut. Some massive



gouge out of the road’s surface possibly caused by erratic drainage following one of Basilicata’s
sudden and very fickle spring thunderstorms. Anyway, the rut came, and I didn’t see it, and the
little DoDo slammed into it at full speed. First there was an abrupt downward crunch, then a
wheel-spinning surge upward, with the impact of an untamed bucking bronco, and then the car
crashed back down onto the road, pebbles and rocks flying, dust everywhere, me choking and
spitting…and the engine dead.Dead, as you might appropriately say, as a DoDo—that huge,
ungainly mega-turkey creature from Mauritius that has been extinct for centuries. It was one of
the most trusting birds ever in existence, virtually inviting its own demise just by standing around
haplessly waiting to be clubbed over the head by hungry sailors.I sat for a moment to regain my
equilibrium (maybe even contemplating my own hapless, DoDo-like demise), then turned the
ignition, listened to the whirrings of the flywheel, and waited for the sudden reassuring power-
burst of valves and pistons…which never came.I waited a few more minutes, humming some
inane tune and trying to assure myself that all would be well and that I’d soon be in
Castelmezzano enjoying its abundant comforts and coddlings.But the engine still refused to
revive itself. The road rut must have really done a number on something or other in the crammed
mechanical complexities under the hood, of which, I admit, I know very little. I’ve never been
much of a spark plug, carburetor, and alternator nut and I invariably stand in awe as friends of
mine, immensely knowledgeable, tinker around with the oddest of instruments in the belly of
their beasts and produce remarkable purring, jetlike sounds from their beloved machines. “Wow,”
I’ll normally say as they try to explain to me the subtleties of electronic ignitions and torque and
traction and valve synchronization and Lord knows what else, and claim that “it’s not quite right
yet.” And I’ll mumble inanities like “Well, it sounds great to me,” and they’ll give me side-long
glances and smile tolerantly like dads with blissfully ignorant offspring, and say things like
“Right, Dave” or, worse, nothing at all.But, for all their gentle, patronizing put-downs, I’d have
welcomed any one of them there right at that moment to help me out of this rather difficult
situation—what with darkness creeping in, chilly breezes filtering through the forests on either
side of the road, the prospect of a cold night alone in this unpeopled wilderness, and the
possibility of a long, lonely hike in the morning to find help.I sat in the car, a little forlorn and
depressed by my inability to solve my dilemma, even after lifting the hood and looking for loose
wires or anything that might explain the DoDo’s utter refusal to spring reassuringly to life. And as
I sat, I remembered a line from Levi’s book: “In this atmosphere permeated by divinity the time
passed, while the angels watched over me by night and Giulia’s witchcraft by day.” He was
describing his perception of Basilicata’s mystical nuances and his total reliance upon the local
Aliano witch, Giulia Venere, who acted as his housekeeper and general protectress from the
daily vicissitudes of his life as a confinato (prisoner), where he floated in a metaphysical soup of
unexplainable sensations and strangeness.MY OWN STRANGENESS began half an hour or so
later, when dusk was merging into night and the last amber glows of sunset had flickered away
over the far western ridges. It certainly wasn’t Carlo Levi’s Giulia who watched over me on that
particular night, but it was definitely a woman, “a woman of the fields,” or what the northerners



often referred to disparagingly as a mezzadra (sharecropper peasant). Not that peasants (locally
referred to as cafoni or braccianti), in the ancient feudal meaning of the term, exist there
anymore. And yet in some ways, for the older, now landowning contadini (farmers), things hadn’t
changed all that much in terms of the rhythms and rigor of their lives. On my mountain journey
that day I’d seen them in those little rackety furgoncini (small vans), on tractors, in tiny three-
wheel Ape trucklets, occasionally on motorini or perched atop donkeys invariably overburdened
with twin wicker panniers full of field tools or huge bundles of wood.Maybe I dozed off for a few
minutes (there wasn’t much else I could think of to do), but I awoke with a jolt to find myself
staring into one of the most furrowed faces I’d ever seen, in a region renown for the furrowed
countenances of its overworked terroni. It appeared to be an old woman. Well, I thought it must
be a woman because it was wearing large gold earrings and a gold necklace, sort of gypsy style,
and the hand tapping on the window had a remarkable number of rings on it.“Buona sera,” I said
sleepily and lowered the window.The woman nodded and smiled a huge, toothless smile. A
large wart on her chin, sprouting thick black hairs, wobbled. Her muddy, purple head scarf
wafted in a faint breeze, and she began talking at such a furious pace that I couldn’t discern a
single word. Doubtless one of the many regional dialects in these parts, I thought, as I watched
almost hypnotically as froth and bubbles collected at both corners of her mouth. I explained that I
was not Italian, and once I’d pried myself out of the DoDo, I indicated that the engine wouldn’t
start. I thought I should add that bit in case she was not familiar with all the complexities of
today’s internal-combustion engines. Admittedly a rather sexist assumption on my part but…She
kept on talking, chuckling, and chattering, and then opened the hood and began rubbing her
hands over bits and pieces—the distributor, the air manifold, the radiator cap—as if seeing an
engine for the very first time. I tried to do a body-language charade indicating that I needed
another car to tow me to a garage somewhere, but she was still chuckling, touching, and rubbing
things. Then she stopped and indicated that I should lower the hood. I started to explain that I
didn’t think that that was the appropriate thing to do under the circumstances, but she’d have
none of it. Lower the hood, her hands indicated, and start the engine.Oh, this is a treat, I thought.
But she seemed pretty adamant, and I had no wish to offend her, so I did as she instructed. I
lowered the hood, got back inside the car, turned the ignition switch, and…Voila! The engine
started! A glorious throaty roar of new life and energy. All the little dials were flickering as they
should be, the radio was playing, the engine responding beautifully as I pumped the accelerator.
Wonderful. How the heck did she do that? Was it a loose wire on one of the battery terminals? Is
that what all the touchy-feely stuff had been about? Yet I didn’t remember seeing her hands
anywhere near the battery. Anyway she’d done the trick, so perhaps it was time for thanks and
maybe a gift of a few euros, if she wouldn’t be too insulted.Except, when I got out of the car,
having assured myself that the engine was humming along nicely, there was no one around.
Nothing. And no sign that anyone had even been there. Just that chill breeze that frilled out from
the raggedy forest by the roadside.Where had the old woman vanished to? She’d been there, as
large as life. (Well, not quite large: She had had the traditional diminutive, stumpy figure of older



Basilicatans.) But then she was not there. Maybe she’s gone into the trees for something, I
thought. I peered into the forest, but it was all very dark and tangled. I called out, “Scusi,
Signora…dov’è Lei?” But there was no response. Nothing but a bird chirp or two and that cold
night breeze.HALF AN HOUR OR SO later that night I finally arrived in Castelmezzano. It was
too dark to see much except a dimly lit street and, thankfully, a charming little pensione with a
flickering restaurant sign. When I’d settled myself inside, I explained to the owner my odd little
experience up in the mountains.There was a long pause and then a sigh. I got the distinct
impression that he was not keen on “the local mysteries,” as he called them, so at least I thought
he’d eliminate any mysteriousness in this particular occurrence. But he didn’t. In a rather tired
voice he explained that some people just had “the touch.” They could put things right, heal
things. Usually people, but he’d also heard that it could happen with inanimate things. “Like with
your car, I suppose, too.”“So, that’s what you think maybe she had? The touch? She brought the
DoDo back to life just by touching the engine!?”“Who knows?” the pensione owner said,
obviously wanting the conversation to end. “Things happen around here that are not easy to
explain. In places like this you just don’t know.”“Don’t know what?”“Precisely,” he said.Somewhat
dissatisfied with such a nebulous response, I told the story as straightforwardly as I could to the
smiling locals gathered around the restaurant bar, with none of the Italian gesticulationtheatrics
used normally by locals.The climax of the car’s starting and the woman’s vanishing was not
greeted with the “wows!” and “amazings!” I had anticipated. In fact, there was just a series of
heads nodding sagely and seriously.“Why are you all nodding?” I asked.After more silence, one
of the men said, “Yes, I know of things like this.”“Like what?” I asked.“Well, this…healing of
things…” he mumbled ambiguously.“Yes, of course,” I said. “Healing of coughs and headaches
and things with potions and philters and tisanes. That still goes on in many places, I suppose.
And the power of mystical suggestion—that’s a very potent cure sometimes, too. Or even death
caused by a curse…. But healing car engines!?”CASTELMEZZANOThere was more silence,
until another man gave an elaborate “it happens” shrug and left me just as frustrated as the
pensione owner had.“So, none of you is surprised at all?” I asked.More communal shrugs. A
whole bar full of shrugs.So, I left it. Some things in these wild hills and canyons, I guess, are, as
both Levi and Douglas suggested, way beyond rational explanation.But, as an interesting
postscript, I should mention that this bizarre “laying-on of hands” episode provided me with a car
that never failed me again.Of course, I still prefer to think that the old woman just spotted a loose
battery wire and fixed it.Strangeness evolved into utter fantasy the following morning.I rose from
my bed, gave thanks once again to the old woman with the “magic touch,” shuffled across the
cool, tiled floor of my room, and flung open the shutters onto a scene out of some exotic fairy
tale.I had been looking for this place all my wandering life. Somewhere, sometime, in dreams, I
had been there. I had entered a deep, wild country full of shadowed valleys and gorges whose
depth could barely be gauged. I had climbed laboriously up ragged, rock-strewn mountainsides
so precipitous that looking down was tantamount to vertigo-suicide. I had been told that way up
among strange, jagged peaks with great fangs of twisted strata hundreds of feet high I would



find a village so melded with the rock and built of the rock and bent and buckled like the rock
that I wouldn’t know it was there until I was in it. But it would be there. Waiting…And, there it was
at last, in a region of soaring white and dramatically eroded peaks, their spires and knife-like
profiles slicing the clouds into long transluscent ribbons; a region they called the Lucanian
Dolomites. Not as extensive as the Alpine Dolomites of northern Italy, but equally dramatic as
they rose abruptly, unexpectedly, out of ancient rounded ranges. Houses, interlocked like Lego
blocks, appeared nestled against and in the rock, almost like off-spring in a kangaroo’s pouch.
They looked so small and vulnerable in this fantasy landscape, and yet they were tough
buildings with thick, bulging stone walls and small windows to resist the wind and the cold that
certainly froze the place solid in deep winters. A place that was one of the highest communities
in Basilicata, set on an impressive three-thousand-two-hundred-foot ridge. Roofs were of solid
stone. Where pantiles were used instead of stone, huge rocks were placed along the eaves to
hold them down when the gales came shrieking from the canyons that soared up from the huge
gorge of the Caperrino River far below.There were clusters of houses crammed in under the
rocks along a narrow ledge that dropped off into a hazy space only the buzzards would call
home. The main street—if it can be called a street—was more like a medieval alley, sinewing
across the turbulent contours. I walked down this ever-narrowing passage, under the arched
fangs of rock. There was a sudden right-angle bend, and then another, each offering new vistas
of peaks and canyons and clusters of buildings clinging like limpets to vertical, bare precipices.
This is the kind of place, I thought, that only a madman could have fashioned. A marvelous
madman though. A madman who could cram one of the most tightly packed communities I’d
ever seen, laced with alleys and houses perched on houses perched on houses, into this bizarre
wonderworld of topography that surrealists, even the irrepressible Dali, could never have hoped
to conceive.But there were more surprises to come.“Have you seen Pietrapertosa yet?” the
pensione owner asked me after breakfast, happy, I imagined, that I had put aside my search for
explanations of the region’s strange mysteries and was now fully appreciative of his unique
village.“I’ve heard of it,” I admitted.“Well, you should. Castelmezzano here is very beautiful, but
Pietrapertosa…”FOLLOWING HIS DIRECTIONS, I wound my way out of Castelmezzano, after
exhausting my supply of color film on its exotic charms, and began a long, tortuous ascent
higher into the Lucanian Dolomites.
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Robert M Marinaro, “You will think you traveled there. This book is a great follow up to "Christ
Stopped at Eboli" as it retraces Carlo Levi's exile there in 1935. It is both an attempt to see if
what Levi wrote was literally true as well as a look at what Basilicata is like today. The author
spends a lot of time exploring the various aspects of the farming culture including wine making,
cheese making, the many pig products and olive oil processing. Community feasts are a big part
of the culture and David Yeadon describes many such epicurean events he experiences. As
described these meals always made me hungry. Although strangely missing from the Levi book,
here there are sketches of people and scenery to add local color. (And by the way, this can be
greatly enhanced by tracking the locations Yeadon travels to with having Google Maps and its
many photos handy). There is a lot of time describing the beautiful and rugged mountain
locations. All in all the best compliment that I can give the book is that I felt I too had spent a year
in Basilicata by its end. And just as was expressed by the author, I was sad the trip was over.”

Maria Lena, “Read it if your folks are from Basilicata !. You really get a flavor of what this most
"un-touristy" area in Italy is all about.... the culture, the people, the politics, and of course the
food!!!! My grandfather came from a town about 15 miles away (as the crow flies) from Aliano
and it is probably much the same. These little villages are tiny and perched on top of mountains
and never really seen by visitors since they are great "centers of culture" but they're obviously
lovely in thier own way.”

Jan Sanelli, “Good book! Quite entertaining. Good book! Quite entertaining, but I guess it's only
for those that have read and thoroughly enjoyed Carlo Levi's masterpiece, Christ Stopped at
Eboli. Having traveled through that country, Basilicata, also helps you in appreciating these
memoirs.”

Chloe Erkenbrecher, “I have this book in hardcover and loved it so much that I got it for my .... I
have this book in hardcover and loved it so much that I got it for my Kindle. Basilicata is a
fascinating area of Italy and David Yeadon has captured its uniqueness. He takes a rather
remote part of Basilicata and brings it to life for the reader. It is an in depth chronicle of the
people, food and way of life of his chosen town and it makes the reader wish for more. I have
read many travel books, and this is by far the best.”

Father/Husband/Grandfather, “Enjoyable Travel Book In Historic Southern Italy. I had this book
for a long time and have reread it often and purchased this copy for my son who also enjoys it. I
feel I am travelling with the author, love his historical and geographic details and contcts with
interesting people as well as enjoying interesting cooking details.”

RobV, “Five Stars. excellent”



Hans Petter Willersrud, “Five Stars. Received in excellent condition”

Maria, “Beautiful book. I bought this book for my husband, as his parents were from this region.
He was enthralled with the book and the story telling. It certainly has given us the itch to visit this
region of Italy and  experience its beauty and bounty first hand. He throughly enjoyed the book.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “Extraordinary book. Nice read about Southern Italy. If you are interested
to know a little more about the history, the culture, and the traditions of southern italy you'll love
it!”

The book by David Yeadon has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 49 people have provided feedback.
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